The first ever dedicated offering on the London
Stock Exchange providing direct access to
sustainable energy infrastructure in fast-growing
and emerging economies in Asia.
Our global challenge
– Asia’s 4.6bn people account for more than half of
global energy consumption – 85% of that consumption
is from fossil fuels

–

Initial target size:
US$300 million

–

–

Carbon emissions in Asia are now greater than
Europe and North America combined

Offer price:
US$1.00 per share

–

–

Developing markets account for the majority of future
global CO2 emissions but they only receive 20% of
clean energy investment

Deployment of proceeds:
Fully deployed in 6-9 months

–

–

Asia’s ‘carbon cost of GDP’ is almost four times greater
than the four largest countries in Europe

Target dividend yield:
Year 1: 2-3%
Year 2: 5-6%
Thereafter, 7%+ p.a

–

Target return:
10-12% NAV total return per annum with low volatility

The target dividend, initial target dividend and the target NAV total return
are targets, based on the issue price, once the portfolio is fully operational
on a fully invested and geared basis and are not profit forecasts or
projection of likely returns to shareholders. There can be no guarantees
that these targets will be met and they should not be taken as an indication
of the Company’s expected or actual future results. Potential investors
should not place any reliance on the target dividend, the initial target
dividend or target NAV total return in deciding whether or not to invest in
the Company and should decide for themselves whether or not the target
dividend, initial target dividend and target NAV total return are reasonable
or achievable in deciding whether to invest in the Company.

Key facts

Why invest now and why TLEI?

Company name:
ThomasLloyd Energy Impact Trust PLC (“the Company” or “TLEI”)
Company domicile:
UK
Structure:
Investment company qualifying as investment trust
Investment manager:
ThomasLloyd Global Asset Management (Americas) LLC (“ThomasLloyd”)
Sponsor & Bookrunner:
Shore Capital
AIFM:
Adepa Asset Management SA
Listing:
Premium segment of the London Stock Exchange (main market)
Dealing codes:
TLEI - USD
TLEP - GBP
ISIN - GB00BLBJFZ25
SEDOL USD - BLBJFZ2
SEDOL GBP - BL5BF76
This document is not a prospectus. Investors should not make any
investment decisions in relation to the Company, except on the basis
of information published in the prospectus.
tlenergyimpact.com
info@tlenergyimpact.com

– Urgent need: A net-zero world in 2050 can only be achieved if we tackle
the challenges where they are most needed – Asia, with its high cost of
carbon and high growth prospects, represents a region with urgent need.
– Performance and impact: The Company aims to deliver double-digit
financial returns alongside genuine positive environmental and
social impact.
– A clearly differentiated offering: Attractive dividends and prospects
for both dividend and capital growth over the long term from a unique
proposition offering exclusive access to Asian renewable energy projects,
delivered with low volatility and uncorrelated to other asset classes.
– There is no alternative: Currently, the first ever dedicated UK-listed
offering to provide direct access to sustainable energy infrastructure
assets in fast-growing and emerging economies of Southeast Asia.

Backed by UK government funding

The UK government’s MOBILIST programme has announced an intention
to invest up to approx. US$35million (GBP25 million) in the trust at its
Initial Public Offering, subject to completion of diligence.

Aligned interests

A further US$35m of the consideration for the seed assets is to be contributed
by the anchor investor, an affiliate of the investment manager, which ensures
a strong alignment of interests between the Investment Manager and
shareholders. This is reinforced by additional personal commitments from the
Board and key members of the infrastructure team to invest alongside other
investors, which reflects our clear long-term responsible ownership approach.

Signatory to and voluntary membership of

Introducing ThomasLloyd

ThomasLloyd, is one of the longest-established and most experienced impact
investors in sustainable energy infrastructure in high growth and emerging
markets in Asia. We focus exclusively on the financing, construction and
operation of renewable energy projects. We are an accredited partner
of the the International Finance Company (“IFC”), a member of the
World Bank Group, an authorised partner of the European Investment
Bank and we were an early signatory of the United Nations Principles
for Responsible Investment (“UN PRI”).
ThomasLloyd has more than a decade of proven hands-on experience of direct
investing across India and Southeast Asia in solar, biomass and other proven
sustainable technologies. With offices across Europe and North America and
an on-the-ground presence in India, the Philippines, Hong Kong and Singapore,
our investment model is further enhanced by local teams and partners
combined with the resources and backing of a global organisation.
As is the case for all ThomasLloyd funds, the Company is expected to
qualify as an Article 9 fund under the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation (SFDR). In addition, there will be transparent Task Force on
Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) disclosures across the entire
investment chain and ThomasLloyd’s Stewardship Policy is aligned with the
UK Stewardship Code. It is anticipated that the Company will be awarded
the Green Economy Mark by the LSE upon flotation.
– 10+ years proven hands-on experience
– Successfully completed 15+ utility scale renewable energy projects
to date across: power generation, transmission infrastructure and
sustainable fuel production
– More than US$1 billion deployed
- Total capacity in excess of 700 MW

A compelling investment trust proposition

Carbon emissions in Asia are now greater than in Europe and North America
combined and the region continues to grow rapidly. Population growth,
economic growth and rapid urbanisation are driving a rapid increase in the
demand for energy.
ThomasLloyd Energy Impact Trust PLC is the first impact-focused UK
offering to be dedicated to investing in sustainable energy infrastructure
projects that can help alleviate Asia’s expanding climate change issues.

The Company has a triple return investment objective:

– Financial returns: 10-12% NAV total return per annum, providing
shareholders with an attractive level of dividend income and prospects
for dividend growth and capital appreciation over the long-term
– Environmental returns: Protecting the environment and natural resources
with significant greenhouse gas reduction
– Social returns: Delivering economic and social progress by helping build
resilient communities and supporting purposeful activity
The Company will seek to achieve these objectives by:
– Constructing and operating a portfolio of sustainable energy infrastructure
assets in high growth and emerging markets in Asia
– Investing in construction-ready and operational assets, spanning
renewable energy power generation and transmission, energy
storage and sustainable fuel production
– Delivering consistent financial returns to investors, while also delivering
positive and measurable social and environmental impact
The target dividend, initial target dividend and the target NAV total return
are targets, based on the issue price, once the portfolio is fully operational
on a fully invested and geared basis and are not profit forecasts or
projection of likely returns to shareholders. There can be no guarantees
that these targets will be met and they should not be taken as an indication
of the Company’s expected or actual future results. Potential investors
should not place any reliance on the target dividend, the initial target
dividend or target NAV total return in deciding whether or not to invest in
the Company and should decide for themselves whether or not the target
dividend, initial target dividend and target NAV total return are reasonable
or achievable in deciding whether to invest in the Company.

Fulfilling an urgent global environmental need

There is an urgent need for large scale investment in sustainable infrastructure in Asia.
Demand for new power generation is
forecast to continue to grow strongly –
India needs to build all of Europe’s 2019
capacity in the next 20 years – relying on
fossil fuels simply isn’t an option

Asia’s ‘carbon cost
of GDP’ is almost
4x that of Europe

4x
Emerging & Developing
Asian economies have
grown at an average of
7.2% per annum over
the last 20 years

Asia’s 4.6bn people
account for more
than half of global
energy consumption –
85% of that
consumption comes
from fossil fuels

83%+

85%+

Total final electricity
consumption has
increased by 83% on
average between
2010 and 2018

Carbon emissions in Asia are
now greater than Europe and
North America combined – the
region accounts for more than
half of global CO2 emissions
but only receives 20% of clean
energy investment

2010
Governments throughout Asia are now committed to aspirational renewable
energy targets but there is an urgent need for more capital. The World Bank
predicts that, by 2040, a shortfall of US$800bn per annum between what is
being invested, and what needs to be invested to deliver the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals. Across our target markets of India, the
Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka there is an
estimated c. US$1 trillion funding shortfall for current infrastructure
investment spend, we believe that private capital will play a critical role in
closing the funding gap.
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The Company will help to fulfil the urgent need for infrastructure
finance and providing investors access to private market opportunities
which cannot be found via other listed equities.

Attractive economics

There is a powerful commercial case for investing in sustainable
energy infrastructure. This is further enhanced by measurable and
positive social and environmental gains.
A US Dollar invested in sustainable energy infrastructure in Asia has a
greater social and environmental impact than the same US Dollar spent in
Europe or North America. This US Dollar has more purchasing power,
buying more land on which to build and generate more renewable energy
and creating greater numbers of employment opportunities.

The attractive economics of solar power in India
Levelised cost of electricity generation in India:

Average photovoltaic power potential
Building solar in India makes absolute sense because it is considerably
cheaper than traditional sources of energy and the quality of the
sunshine in the region is extremely good.

5.16 kWh per m2
Coal

$80 per
MWh
Solar

$27 per
MWh

2.60 kWh per m2

Source: IEA / IEEFA, The World Bank

Investment benefits:
– Attractive level of dividend income and prospects of
dividend and capital growth over the long term
– Returns delivered with low volatility
– Performance that is uncorrelated to other asset classes
– Geographical diversification to investors who already
have exposure to developed market infrastructure

Differentiated returns with low volatility

Our robust and scalable investment model has a proven track record of
delivering a predictable dividend stream for shareholders as part of an
attractive long-term return proposition. We have a similar income strategy
listed in Luxembourg since 2018, which has delivered 9.9% per annum since
inception* (gross of fees and fund expenses), delivered with low volatility.
*Euro Gross Returns for TL SICAV – Sustainable Infrastructure Income Fund, a
Luxembourg listed fund with a comparable investment strategy to TLEI. Gross
returns are presented net of fees and expenses, on a compound basis from the
period of launch, being 1 April 2018, to 30 September 2021 and on a Euro basis.
Risk mitigation mechanisms are embedded through our entire investment
process, with top-down considerations such as country, sector and technology
that are assessed and evaluated alongside bottom-up project specific risks.
In addition, a large proportion of the Company’s revenues will be
derived from long-term (typically 20 years) fixed-price agreements. The
Company will seek to enter into offtake agreements with high creditworthy
organisations primarily being government or quasi-government entities.
These provide numerous advantages, including:

Lower risk income
Predictable cashflows
Geographic diversification
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The target portfolio

Seed assets worth c. US$59m, comprising
interests in platforms with more than 500MW
of generating capacity once fully operational
The seed assets comprise nine operational and
one in-construction utility-scale solar projects
in India and the Philippines, with a significant
majority having long-term power purchase
agreements in place, providing visibility of future
income and cash flows for a 20+ year period.
These assets have a well-established operating
track record of up to 5 years. The seed assets will
help to ensure continuity and consistency, while
helping to deliver financial returns immediately.
Pipeline of assets in excess of US$750m
identified with more than 1,500MW of
generating capacity identified
The wider opportunity is to replicate this tried and
tested model more broadly across an immediately
available pipeline of sustainable energy
infrastructure opportunities in India and the
Philippines as well as Indonesia, Vietnam,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. This pipeline is a mix
of construction ready and operational projects.
IPO proceeds are expected to be substantially
deployed, either invested or committed
(pursuant to legally binding arrangements),
within 6-9 months from Admission.
Over the past ten years, we have built proprietary
platforms with local partners in our target markets
where we are able to develop, construct and
operate high-quality Sustainable Energy
Infrastructure Assets. This is a clear differentiator
for the Company, which allows efficient
deployment of capital in a ready supply of new
investment opportunities, further de-risking the
future return profile of the Company.

Total investment requirement
estimated at US$7.9 trn.
Infrastructure funding gap in
our target markets estimated
at c. US$1 trn.

Bangladesh
US$608 bn

India
US$4.5 trn

Vietnam
US$605 bn

Sri Lanka
n/a
Philippines
US$498 bn
Indonesia
US$1.7 trn

Seed Solar
Pipeline Solar
Pipeline Biomass

With boots on the ground in its target markets, ThomasLloyd
benefits from a deep understanding of the financial, legal and
cultural environments in which it operates. The investment
approach combines the advantage of this local expertise with
the resources and backing of a global organisation.

Tangible ESG credentials with direct impact on Sustainable Development Goals

The Company will represent a clear and compelling opportunity for investors wishing to mitigate or
balance ESG and climate risks in their portfolio. Our investment process adheres to the highest
standards of ESG practice and the Company is expected to meet the criteria for SFDR Article 9.

Intentional:
An investment in sustainable energy
infrastructure in Asia has a far greater
environmental and social impact than an
investment in Europe or North America.
There is more purchasing power, which buys
more land on which to build and generate more
renewable energy and creates more local
employment opportunities.

Reportable:
Since 2013, we have been measuring and
reporting on the impact of our investments,
creating an empirical database showing the
positive impact of our investments sustainable
energy infrastructure investments in Asia.
This includes metrics such as:

EMPLOYMENT DATA
GENDER RATIO
HEALTH AND
SAFETY DATA
CO2 OFFSET
GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS
WATER USAGE
DETAILS
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Measurable:
The Company will measure direct impact against
the following four United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals

Case study

The investment team’s proven track record includes successful delivery
through Covid restrictions, during which it developed Uttar Pradesh I,
its largest project to date. This new solar energy plant provides clean
and renewable energy to more than 93,000 people in Northern India,
reducing more that 103,400 tonnes of CO2 per year and created 800
direct jobs during the construction phase with a significant multiplier
effect on the local economy. It has a 25-year Power Purchase
Agreement with the state government and is expected to generate
approximately 113 million kilowatt-hours per year of clean energy in
Uttar Pradesh state.

Uttar Pradesh I

=

103,400 tns
reduction

93,000

The investment management team

As established leaders in the field of Asian sustainable energy
infrastructure, our strong and stable investment team has a demonstrable
track-record of more than 10 years in achieving its triple return of positive
financial, environmental and social outcomes.

CO2

800

Significant
multiplier
effect

Direct jobs

Key management team members

As dedicated impact asset managers we are entirely focused on
delivering our triple returns for clients. Our infrastructure investment
committee is supported by a broader team of experienced investment
and energy infrastructure professionals.
– 10 dedicated infrastructure specialists
– Comprising of investment and energy infrastructure professionals
– Average of 25 years of experience
Our team also draws on additional resources and subject matter experts
through our:
– ESG Monitoring and Stewardship Committee
– Market Risk Committee

“With more than a
decade’s experience
investing in sustainable
energy infrastructure
markets in Asia, we are
well-placed to convert
this global challenge
into a highly compelling
investment opportunity,
delivering our
differentiated triple
return in the process.”
Michael Sieg,
Chief Executive Officer

Michael Sieg
Chief Executive Officer

Tony Coveney
Managing Director, Head of
Infrastructure Asset Management

Nandita Sahgal Tully
Managing Director, Infrastructure
Asset Management

– Established ThomasLloyd in 2003
– Led the group’s first investment
in a cleantech investment banking
firm in 2005
– Stewarded the firm to become a
dedicated global impact asset
manager
– Involved in all phases of
ThomasLloyd’s development
– Chair of the infrastructure
investment committee

– More than four decades of
investment and financial services
experience
– Served as an independent advisor
to the Cabinet Office of the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom,
1992 to 1997
– Over the past decade, he has
played a key role in the successful
deployment of over US$1 billion in
ThomasLloyds’ sustainable
infrastructure investments
– Responsible for the identification,
selection, execution and
management of the sustainable
infrastructure portfolio
– A member of the infrastructure
investment committee and market
risk committee

– 24 years’ emerging markets
experience working in equity
capital markets and M&A
– Previously Chief Executive
Officer at IL&FS Global Financial
Services (UK)
– Involved in the Group’s first
investment into renewable
energy in India in 2018
– Responsible for the Group’s
investments in the Indian
subcontinent
– A member of the infrastructure
investment committee
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The board of directors

The Company will benefit from the independent governance of a UK-listed investment trust. All of the directors are
non-executive and will meet as a board at least four times a year. The board of directors is diverse and experienced
across relevant fields, including corporate finance, audit, investment management, emerging markets, tax and
infrastructure markets.
The Company has also established an ESG Committee and an Audit and Risk Committee.

Sue Inglis
Independent Non-Executive Director,
Chair of the Board,
Chair of the Nomination Committee
Location: United Kingdom
Experience: 35 years
Background: Founding partner of Intelli Corporate
Finance, three decades of experience advising
listed investment companies and financial
institutions. Currently non-executive director to
several well-known Trust vehicles.

Current non-executive director positions:
– The Bankers Investment Trust plc
• Chair
– Baillie Gifford US Growth Trust plc
• Senior Independent Director
– BMO Managed Portfolio Trust plc
• Chair of the Audit Committee
– Momentum Multi-Asset Value Trust plc
• Chair of the Audit Committee
– Seraphim Space Investment Trust plc
• Chair of the Nomination Committee

Clifford Tompsett
Independent Non-Executive Director, Chair of the
Audit and Risk Committee
Location: United Kingdom
Experience: 46 years
Background: 38 years at PWC, where he built its
Equity Advisory business. More than three decades
experience spanning corporate advisory, capital
markets and complex transaction.

of complex transactions including fund raisings,
initial acquisitions by SPACS, IPOs and M&A
– Built PwC’s new Equity Advisory Business

– Over three decades of financial services
experience spanning corporate advisory, capital
markets, audit, cross-border IPO and execution
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Current non-executive director positions:
– REED Global Limited
• Chair of the Audit Committee
– Nasdaq listed Special Purpose Acquisition
Companies:
• Kismet Acquisition Two Corp
• Kismet Acquisition Three Corp

Kirstine Damkjaer
Independent Non-Executive Director, Chair of the
ESG Committee
Location: Denmark
Experience: 25 years
Background: More than two decades of general
management, investment and asset management
experience. Previous positions include:
– EKF Denmark’s Export Credit Agency
• Chief Executive Officer
– Held various roles for the IFC (International
Finance Corporation), IFC Asset Management
Company and World Bank Treasury

Current non-executive director positions:
– Africa Finance Corporation
• Member of the Investment Committee and
Audit Committee
– Bladt Industries
• Chair of the Audit Committee
– PensionDanmark
• Member of the Risk and Audit Committee
– BankInvest, Denmark
• Non-Executive Director

Mukesh Rajani
Independent Non-Executive Director, Chair of the
Management Engagement Committee, Chair of the
Remuneration Committee
Location: United Kingdom
Experience: 44 years
Background: More than four decades of experience in
advisory, tax, audit & cross-border M&A. 35 years at
PWC, established and led its India Business Group for
more than 20 years, advising on many of the largest
cross border transactions between UK and India.

– Led on many of the largest inbound and outbound
transactions involving India, UK, Europe and the
Americas, including renewable energy and
infrastructure deals
Previous non-executive director position:
– UK Indian Business Council
• Chair of the Audit Committee

The Company is expected to qualify for London Stock Exchange’s Green Economy Mark at Admission, which recognises companies that derive 50% or
more of their total annual revenues from products and services that contribute to the global green economy. The underlying methodology
incorporates the Green Revenues data model developed by FTSE Russell, which helps investors understand the global industrial transition to a green and
low carbon economy with consistent, transparent data and indexes.
Investors need to speak to their investment advisor or an investment professional before investing.
For more information please visit our website:
www.tlenergyimpact.com
E: info@tlenergyimpact.com
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Important notices

This presentation is being provided to you solely for your information. This presentation is not for publication or distribution, directly or
indirectly, in whole or in part, into or within Canada, Australia, Japan or the Republic of South Africa, the United States or any other jurisdiction
where to do so might constitute a violation of the relevant laws or regulations of such jurisdiction. Any failure to comply with these restrictions
may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.

Your capital is at risk. The value of your investment can go down as well as up,
so you could get back less than you invested.
This presentation is strictly private and confidential and has been prepared
by ThomasLloyd Energy Impact Trust plc (the “Company”), with assistance
from ThomasLloyd Global Asset Management (Americas) LLC (the
“Investment Manager”). The information contained in this announcement is
for background purposes only and does not purport to be full or complete.
This presentation is based on management beliefs and is subject to
updating, revision and amendment. This presentation has been approved
as a financial promotion, by Shore Capital and Corporate Limited (FRN:
146629) (“Shore Capital”), which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”) in the United Kingdom and whose
registered address is Cassini House, 57 St James’s Street, London,
England, SW1A 1LD, for the purpose of Section 21 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000, as amended. Shore Capital gives no financial or
investment advice in respect of the contents of this presentation.

presentation, none of the Company, Investment Manager, nor any of their
respective affiliates undertakes to provide the recipient with access to any
additional information or to update this presentation or to correct any
inaccuracies therein which may become apparent.
The information contained in this presentation is confidential and may
not be reproduced, redistributed, published or passed on, directly or
indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any
purpose. In addition, certain information contained in this presentation
has been obtained from published and non-published sources prepared
by other parties, which in certain cases have not been updated to the
date hereof. While such information is believed to be reliable for the
purpose used in this presentation, none of the Company, Investment
Manager, or their respective affiliates assumes any responsibility for
the accuracy, fairness or completeness of such information and such
information has not been independently verified by the Company,
Investment Manager, or their respective affiliates.

This presentation is an advertisement and is not a prospectus for the
purposes of the Prospectus Regulation Rules of the FCA and has not been
approved by the FCA. Investors should not subscribe for any of the Company’s
shares (the “Shares”) on the basis of this presentation. You should conduct
your own independent analysis of all relevant data provided in this
presentation and any prospectus to be published by the Company and you
are advised to seek expert advice before making any investment decision. In
this notice, “affiliates” includes, in relation to each of the Company and
Investment Manager, their respective holding companies, companies under
control of such holding companies, and subsidiaries and their respective
directors, officers, employees, sub-contractors, agents and representatives.

This presentation is only addressed to and directed at: (a) outside the
United States to persons that are not U.S. Persons (as defined in
Regulation S (“Regulation S”) (“US Persons”) under the US Securities
Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”)) in reliance upon
Regulation S; or (b) in the United States or to US Persons, only to
persons that are both “qualified purchasers” (“QPs”) as defined in the
US Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “Investment
Company Act”) and “qualified institutional buyers” (“Qualified
Institutional Buyers”) as defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act
(referred to herein as the “Relevant Persons”). This presentation must
not be made available to persons who are not Relevant Persons.

The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided
as at the date of this presentation (unless otherwise marked) and are
subject to verification, change, material updating and revision and no
reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information
contained in this presentation or on its accuracy, completeness or
fairness. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by
or on behalf of the Company, Investment Manager, or any of their
respective affiliates or partners with respect to the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained in this presentation or on
which this presentation is based or any other information or
representations supplied or made in connection with the presentation or
as to the reasonableness of any projections which this presentation
contains. The aforementioned persons disclaim any and all responsibility
and liability whatsoever, whether arising in tort, contract or otherwise,
for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or opinions
or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred howsoever arising,
directly or indirectly, from any use of this presentation or its contents or
otherwise in connection with this presentation.

No person should act or rely on this presentation and persons
distributing this presentation must satisfy themselves that it is lawful
to do so. Outside of the United Kingdom, any issuance of Shares by the
Company is directed at Qualified Investors only in the following EEA
Member States: Ireland and the Netherlands. Adepa Asset Management
S.A. has not obtained permissins for marketing the Company under
Article 42 of the AIFM Directive in any other EEA Member State (each an
“Ineligible Member State”). No offers may be made or accepted in any
Ineligible Member State. No steps have been taken by any person in
respect of any Ineligible Member State to allow the Shares to be
marketed (as such term is defined in the relevant legislation
implementing the AIFM Directive) lawfully in that Ineligible Member
State. By accepting this presentation you represent, warrant and agree
that you are a Relevant Person. The Shares have not been and will not
be registered under the Securities Act. Outside the United States, the
Shares may be sold to persons who are not US Persons pursuant to
Regulation S under the Securities Act. Any sale of shares in the United
States or to US Persons may only be made to persons reasonably
believed to be QIBs that are also QPs.

Persons reading this document must make all trading and investment
decisions in reliance on their own judgement. No statement in this
presentation is intended to be nor may be construed as a profit forecast.
Certain of the industry and market data contained in this document comes
from third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and
surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no
guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. This presentation
is not intended to provide, and should not be construed as or relied upon
for legal, tax, financial, business, regulatory or investment advice, nor
does it contain a recommendation regarding the purchase of any Shares.
The merits or suitability of any securities must be independently
determined by the recipient on the basis of its own investigation and
evaluation of the Company. Any such determination should involve, among
other things, an assessment of the legal, tax, accounting, regulatory,
financial, credit and other related aspects of the securities.
Potential investors are advised to seek expert advice before making any
investment decision. Nothing in this presentation is, or should be relied on
as a promise or representation as to the future. In furnishing this
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There will be no public offering of the Shares in the United States. This
presentation is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States.
The Company will not be registered under the Investment Company Act,
and investors in the Shares will not be entitled to the benefits of
regulation under the Investment Company Act. Furthermore, the
Investment Manager is not registered under the U.S. Investment
Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (the “Investment Advisers Act”), and
investors in the Shares and the Company will not be entitled to the
benefits of the requirements applicable to investment managers
registered under the Investment Advisers Act.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale
or subscription or any solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for
any securities and neither this document nor any part of it forms the
basis of or may be relied on in connection with or act as an inducement
to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever. The distribution
of this presentation and the offering and sale of participation rights or
other securities in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and
therefore persons into whose possession this presentation comes
should inform themselves and observe any applicable restrictions.

This presentation is not for transmission to, publication or distribution or
release in Canada, Australia, Japan or the Republic of South Africa, or to
any other country where such distribution may lead to a breach of any law
or regulatory requirement, or to any national, resident or citizen of such
jurisdiction. Certain statements in this presentation constitute forwardlooking statements. All statements that address expectations or
projections about the future, including statements about operating
performance, market position, industry trends, general economic
conditions, expected expenditures and financial results, are forwardlooking statements. Some of the forward-looking statements may be
identified by words like “expects”, “anticipates”, “targets”, “continues”,
“estimates”, “plans”, “intends”, “projects”, “indicates”, “believes”, “may”,
“will”, “should”, “would”, “could”, “outlook”, “forecast”, “plan”, “goal” and
similar expressions (or negatives and variations thereof).
Any statements contained herein that are not statements of historical
fact are forward-looking statements. These statements are not
guarantees of future performance and involve a number of risks,
uncertainties and assumptions. Accordingly, actual results or the
performance of Investment Manager, the Company or their respective
subsidiaries or affiliates may differ significantly, positively or negatively,
from forward-looking statements made herein. Due to various risks and
uncertainties, actual events or results or actual performance may differ
materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forwardlooking statements. As a result, you should not rely on such
forwardlooking statements in making any investment decision.
No representation or warranty is made as to the achievement or
reasonableness of, and no reliance should be placed on, such
forwardlooking statements. Nothing in this presentation should be
relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Certain
figures contained in this presentation have been subject to rounding
adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage
change of the numbers contained in this presentation may not conform
exactly to the total figure given.
By accepting or reading a copy of this presentation, you agree to be
bound by the foregoing limitations and conditions and, in particular, will
be taken to have represented, warranted and undertaken that: (i) you
have read and agree to comply with the contents of this notice including,
without limitation, the obligation to keep this presentation and its
contents confidential, (ii) you will not at any time have any discussion,
correspondence or contact concerning the information in this
presentation or any related presentation with any of the directors or
employees of the Company, Investment Manager, or their respective
subsidiaries or affiliates nor with any of their respective suppliers,
customers, sub-contractors or any governmental or regulatory body
without the prior written consent of the Company or Investment
Manager or, (iii) you have not received this presentation on behalf of
persons in the United States (other than QIBs who are also QPs) or
persons in the European Economic Area (other than Qualified Investors
in eligible EEA Member States) or persons in the United Kingdom (other
than Relevant Persons), for whom you have authority to make decisions
on a wholly discretionary basis, and that you understand the legal and
regulatory sanctions attached to the misuse, disclosure or improper
circulation of this presentation.
THIS DOCUMENT IS AN ADVERTISEMENT AND NOT A PROSPECTUS AND
INVESTORS SHOULD NOT SUBSCRIBE FOR OR PURCHASE ANY SHARES
REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCUMENT EXCEPT ON THE BASIS OF
INFORMATION IN THE PROSPECTUS EXPECTED TO BE APPROVED BY
THE UK FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY (“FCA”) IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM AND PUBLISHED BY THOMASLLOYD ENERGY IMPACT TRUST
PLC (THE “COMPANY”) IN DUE COURSE (THE “PROSPECTUS”) IN
CONNECTION WITH THE PROPOSED INITIAL PLACING, INTERMEDIARIES
OFFER AND OFFER FOR SUBSCRIPTION OF ORDINARY SHARES IN THE
CAPITAL OF THE COMPANY (THE “ORDINARY SHARES”) AND THE
ADMISSION OF THE SHARES TO LISTING ON THE PREMIUM CATEGORY
OF THE FCA’S OFFICIAL LIST AND TO TRADING ON THE MAIN MARKET
OF LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE PLC, TOGETHER WITH THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A PLACING PROGRAMME PURSUANT TO WHICH
THE COMPANY MAY ISSUE FURTHER ORDINARY SHARES AND/OR C
SHARES (THE “TRANSACTION”) AND ANY SUPPLEMENTARY
PROSPECTUS TO THE PROSPECTUS. THE COMPANY MAY NOT OFFER OR
SELL THE ORDINARY SHARES OR C SHARES UNTIL THE PROSPECTUS IS
APPROVED IN ITS FINAL FORM BY THE FCA.

